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Abstract 
Retrieving images b y  content and forming vi- 

sual queries are important functionality of an image 
database system. Using textual descriptions to  specify 
queries on image content is another important com- 
ponent of content-based search. W e  describe a medi- 
cal image database system MIQS which supports visual 
queries such as query by  example and query b y  sketch. 
I n  addition, it supports textual queries on spatial rela- 
tionships between the objects of an image. MIQS is de- 
signed as a client-server application in which the client 
access the database and its images vio the WWW. 

1 Introduction 
Telemedicine [3, 41 has been rapidly developing 

in the last few years. Everyday, large number of 
valuable medical images are produced and physicians 
can retrieve similar images from databases to  sup- 
port their diagnosis and treatments. Therefore, med- 
ical image database systems which can be accessed 
through World Wide Web (WWW) are highly desir- 
able. Moreover, a useful system must provide content- 
based query for images and support queries on some 
non-content-based information associated with the im- 
ages. In this paper, we present the design of MIQS 
(Medical Image Query System). It can be accessed 
via the WWW and it supports a) queries by example, 
b) queries by sketches, c) querying by spatial rules, 
so that users can specify conditions on spatial infor- 
mation which are difficult to do visually, d) keywords 
search on disease names and symptoms. The rest of 
this paper is organized as the follows: query speci- 
fication model is presented in Section 2. A review of 
related works in content-based retrieval systems is pre- 
sented in Section 3. The system architecture of MIQS 
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusions. 

2 Query Specification Model 
In image database systems, there are generally two 

classes of the query [ll]: 1) Query by  external at- 
tributes and 2) Query b y  internal attributes. 
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2.1 Query by external attributes 
Query by external attributes allows users to  input 

the query according to  the information associated with 
the images. For example, in medical image databases, 
the patient records are external attributes. 

2.2 Query by internal attributes 
Query by internal attributes allows users to specify 

queries according to  the content of images. Generally, 
there are two types of content-based information: 
1. Primitive information: It includes attributes such 
as color, texture and shape[1,2,6,7,12]. 
2. Logical information: It assumes that there are a 
number of objects in the images. The users can spec- 
ify queries about properties of the objects and rela- 
tionships between the objects[5,8,14]. 

Many image database systems support querying by 
content by allowing users to form queries visually. 
Most of them support two types of visual query specifi- 
cations: query by example and query by sketch. How- 
ever, visual query specification has its shortcomings: 
1. Diflcult in specifying queries visually in some 
cases: ”Find all images which satisfy the two condi- 
tions: (1) object A is greater than object B; (2) for 
objects other than A and B, their properties match 
those specified in the sketch”. 
2. Inflexible: Given an example image, there is no sup- 
port for a user to  adjust the properties of the objects 
in the example. 
3. Ineffective: If the system does not have an example 
close to a user’s target image, or the user has difficulty 
to  input a good sketch, then it may not be effective to 
retrieve the target by either example or sketch. 

Therefore, we suggest a new query specification 
method : query by spatial rules. In addition to visual 
specification, we provide a set of spatial rules for query 
specification. It allows the user to specify queries on: 
1. Relative position between objects: Left of, Right of, 
Top of and Bottom of. The centroid of the objects are 
used for comparison. 



2. Spatial relationships between objects: Contain, In- 
clude, Overlap and Disjoint. 
3. Insertion or removal of objects f rom the example 
images. 
4. Comparison of the sizes of the objects and the dis- 
tances between objects. 

A set of reserved words are provided for users to  
specify this type of queries. This capability enhances 
immensely the query specification power. 

3 Related Works 
There are mainly two methods to specify content- 

based queries in image databases: 1) use text to  de- 
scribe the content[9,13]; 2) use visual images to  spec- 
ify the queries. Some systems support image queries 
on primitive information like color and texture[6,7,12]. 
Some systems support the definition of objects in the 
images. VisualSEEk [5] supports both feature com- 
parison and spatial query ‘for unconstrained color im- 
ages. In I2Cnet [lo], user can input queries by exam- 
ples and sketch. The selected example image or sketch 
is segmented into Regions of Interest (ROI) and spec- 
ify queries based on the ROI’s location, size, shape 
and texture. I2Cnet is one of the most comprehensive 
medical image database systems and it operates over 
the WWW. However, it has the following shortcom- 
ings: 1) It doesn’t support queries on the relationships 
between the ROIs, 2) It doesn’t support query by spa- 
tial rules and 3) It doesn’t support query by external 
attributes which provides an important complemen- 
tary searching mechanism. In the following, we will 
describe our approach adopted by MIQS in handling 
these issues. In particular, we will discuss how queries 
can be performed on content-based spatial rules. 

4 Architecture of MIQS 
MIQS uses the client-server architecture. MIQS 

clients interactive with the MIQS server as described 
in the architecture in Figure 1. In the server side, 
the database contains internal and external attributes 
of all the medical images, together with their URLs. 
When a user wants to  find some images, he submits a 
query to  a WWW browser by sketching the image or 
by finding out an example image which is similar to  
what he wants, also he can use the text input to  sup- 
ply supplementary information for the queries. Once 
the query arrives at the server, it processes the query 
to find the images which are the most similar to the 
query. The server then returns the locations (URLs) 
of the images to  the user’s WWW browser. Subse- 
quently, the browser sends requests to the web sites to  
retrieve the images. Structurally, there are four com- 
ponents in MIQS : MIQS database] user-interface, tlie 

I I 

Figure 1:The architecture of the MIQS system. 

matching and score counting, and the image display. 
4.1 MIQS Database 

The MIQS database stores the external and internal 
attributes of the images to  support query processing. 
In addition, the URLs associated with the images are 
also stored in the MIQS database. In a medical im- 
age database system, in general, there are a number 
of objects in each image, and they can be classified 
as ”known objects” and ”unknown objects” [4]. The 
known objects are those that can be commonly found 
in all healthy human body, e.g., cerebrum, and cere- 
bellum. Unknown objects are those that can be found 
only in some rare cases such as tumor and cancer. 
4.1.1 Database Creation 

In order to  achieve good performance in the search- 
ing of similar images, we represent an object by its 
minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), and extract the 
attributes of the MBR to support searching. For ex- 
ample, the location, x-extent and y-extent of the MBR 
are important features of an object in a medical im- 
age. Other primitive features such as color and tex- 
ture in general are not very useful in medical images 
because they mostly are very similar between same 
objects from different images. For every image, we ex- 
tract and store the following attributes in the MIQS 
database : 1) The name, the starting value of x and 
y, the x-extent and the y-extent of each object (its 
MBR) found in the image, 2) The disease and symp- 
toms associated with the image and 3) The location 
(URL) of the image. 
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4.2 User Interface 

Figure 2: The query interface which supports query 
by example and query on spatial rules. 

The MIQS client has two query interfaces. The 
first one support query by example andbquery by spa- 
tial rules. An example of the interface is presented in 
Figure 2. The second one supports query by sketch 
and query by spatial rules. Both interfaces have a vi- 
sual query input window and a textual query input 
window. The upper region in the textual query in- 
put window supports query by spatial rules. Users 
can select spatial rules from a set of predefined rules 
to specify the spatial relationships between objects in 
an example or a sketch. We have defined more than 
twenty spatial rules in MIQS. The lower region sup- 
ports query on external attributes on disease name 
and symptoms. Users input key words in this region 
to specify the query. Users can query the relationship 
between objects on size and distance. Moreover, they 
can specify query with spatial rules. The following is 
some examples on spatial rules : 
1. Object A is on  the Left of Object B the value of 
the x coordinate of the centroid of Object A is smaller 
than that of Object B. 
2. Object A contains Object B the MBR of Object B 
is inside that of Object A. 
3. Addition of Objects: Inserts objects into the query 
example or sketch. 

The visual query regions are very different in these 
two interfaces. 
1. Query by example: The top window displays the 
image of a body part under study. An user can use 
specify a cross section he is interested in. A set of 

example images will be shown on the displaying win- 
dows. The user can then choose an image which is 
close to his target query for further query. 
2. Query b y  sketch: An user can use two different 
ways to produce a sketch. He can w e  a tool to  draw 
a sketch, or he can retrieve an image from the web as 
a sketch. 

Either way, after the visual component is specified, 
together with the textual component, the query will be 
submitted to  the MIQS server. The images returned 
are shown on the displaying windows. In addition, the 
user can adjust the relative significance of the visual 
queries verse that of the textual queries. If a user 
thinks that the example image or the sketch is very 
close to his target, then he can increase the weighting 
on the visual queries and vice versa. 
4.3 Matching and Score Counting 

We will explain the matching mechanism in MIQS 
which compares the attributes of a target image (IM) 
in the database against a query specification (SI) and 
returns a score on the similarity of the target image. 
The similarity consists of two parts. As has been dis- 
cussed, SI has a visual query part (example or sketch 
image), and a textual query part (spatial rules, dis- 
ease and symptom specification). A similarity func- 
tion dl = D , ( S I , I M )  will be used to  measure the 
difference between the objects in the visual parts of 
SI and the objects in IM. Another similarity func- 
tion d2 = Dt(S I ,  I M )  will be used to  compare the 
attributes of IM against the conditions set in the tex- 
tual query part of SI. The score d2 will measure the 
number of conditions in the textual query that can be 
satisfied by the attributes of IM. At the end, the sim- 
ilarity of IM against SI is given by 

where w1 and w2 are two adjustable weightings. The 
matching component will return those images that 
have the best similarity (small values) with respect 
to  the query specification. 
4.3.1 Visual query part 

Suppose there are n l  known objects 01, ..., onlr and 
n2 unknown objects u1, ..., un2 in the query specifica- 
tion SI, and the target image IM has m l  known objects 
01, ..., Oml, and m2 unknown objects U1, ..., Um2. 

We will first explain how to  define the measure 
dl = D,,(SI, I M ) .  For any object in an image, MIQS 
considers four features : x-start and y-start of the 
object (MBR), and its x- and y-extent. A distance 
d(oi,  Oi) between an object oi in SI and an object Oi 
in IM is a sum of the differences of their four fea- 
tures. The difference of a feature such as the x-start 
is their city-block distance. The difference of x-extent 

s i m ( S I ,  I M )  = w1 * d l  + we * dz ,  
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or y-extend is their absolute difference. In the sim- 
plest case, SI and IM have the same number of known 
and unknown objects, i.e., n1 = ml and 722 = m2, 

sium on Voice, Video, and Data Communication, 
SPIE Proc. V.2606-20, Philadelphia, Pennsylva- 
nia, U.S.A. (Oct. 1995) 

the known objects in IM are matched 1-to-1 to  those 
in SI by their names, and the unknown objects also 
have a 1-to-1 mapping. Therefore we can measure the 
distance between IM and SI by defining 

[3] F. Williams and M. Moore, Telemedicine: 
Its place on the information highway, http:// 
naftalab. bus .ut exas .edu/naft a-7/ telepap. html. 

d l  = D,(SI, IM) = zy21 d ( o i ,  Oi) + Tyzl d(ui, Vi) .  
If a known object oi in SI has no corresponding ob- 

ject in IM, then MIQS assumes there is a "dummy" 

[4] M. Moore, Elements of Success in Telemedicine 
Projects, http://naftalab.bus.utexas.edu/nafta- 
7 /elemsucc. html. 

object Oi in IM corresponding to  oi. The distance 
d(oi, Oi) will be a system defined adjustable constant 
which should be relative large so that target image 
with no corresponding object will be penalized. As 
for the unknown objects, even if SI and IM have the 
same number of objects, there could be many differ- 
ent mappings between them. Since in practice, there 
should not be many unknown objects, MIQS exhaus- 
tively tries out all possible mappings and select the 
one with the minimum distance. If SI has more un- 
known objects, then MIQS will again assign dummy 
objects in IM to match with them. 
4.3.2 Textual query part 

Both internal and external attributes of the target 
image IM are checked with the conditions in process- 
ing the textual query. For the spatial rules, the in- 
ternal attributes must satisfy the rules precisely. For 
the query on the external attributes, some allows par- 
tial matching. For example, a score could be com- 
puted on the ratio of matching symptoms specified in 
the query. As discussed before, the similarity function 
d2 = Dt(SI ,  I M )  will return a score on the number of 
rules and external attributes satisfied by IM. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented the design and 

architecture of MIQS, a Web-based medical im- 
age database system, which allows users to  perform 
content-based queries such as query by example and 
sketch. In addition, it supports a novel query by con- 
tent method of using spatial rules. MIQS is designed 
t o  support telemedicine, its client is implemented in 
Java which can be run on any platform. The user can 
use a browser to submit queries to  the MIQS server 
and the required images will be returned via the Web. 
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